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Abstract
In [10], Satoshi Nakamoto first introduced the concept of consensus in
a distributed system in order to achieve finality of data. We present an
improved version of Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus by introducing Proof-of-Clash (PoC) which solves pretty much all the issues that
PoW has. We also propose the application of PoC to create consensus
between mutliple blockchain networks (or other DLTs) in order to ensure
cross-chain communication under a common consensus layer.
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Introduction

Ever since the first introduction of Bitcoin and the Proof-of-Work consensus
mechanism in 2008, researchers, technologicians and economists have been pursuing improvements over the way of reaching consensus through application
of computing power. These took shape in various new, supposedly improved
consensus mechanisms:
• Proof-of-Stake (PoS), as proposed for Ethereum’s Casper, or in Cardano
• Delegated-Proof-of-Stake, as first introduced with BitShares and later applied in Steem, EOS, Lisk and Tron
• Other, graph-based Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus mechanisms as in
IOTA, Stellar or Hashgraph
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• And many, many other
While many of the abovementioned proposals had advantages over the original
PoW, e.g. in
• Scalability
• Decentralization
• Cost
• Usage of natural resources
• Security
none of them has actually managed to take a lead across multiple use cases.
Ethereum with its PoW basis is still the number 1 DLT network because of its
security and resilience, while EOS or tron mostly have applications in Gambling
or so-called ”high risk”, mainly Ponzi schemes.
We’re here to change that. We propose Proof-of-Clash (PoC), which is a consensus layer being introduced in ClashChain (tbc), but is generally open-source.
It provides a scalable, fair and provably Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) algorithm to reach consensus in a permissionless distributed public data structure,
e.g. a database or a blockchain.
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Core concepts

We define the following terms and concepts:
• Transactions - any member can create a signed transaction at any time.
All members get a copy of it, and the community reaches Byzantine agreement on the order of those transactions
• Blocks - a set of transactions that the majority of the network has agreed
are correct, consistent and do not include double spends
• Fairness - it should be difficult for a small group of attackers to unfairly
influence the order of transactions that is chosen as the consensus
• Clash - a challenge between two participants to figure out who is fitter for
a given task, in our case finding a block
• Clash Blocks - in order to ensure consistency between transactions and
clashes in a given block, hashed data about all clashes for that block is
stored in the block itself
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• Mining - the act of contributing to the security of the network by performing challenges (i.e. clashing)
• (Block) Rewards - incentives for the participants who successfully engage
in mining upon every block
• Faction - a group of network participants who work together in an honest
fashion to secure the network
• Clash Power - the potency of mining, similar to hash rate in PoW. Clash
power can be delegated to factions
• Sybil attack - In a Sybil attack, the attacker subverts the reputation system
of a peer-to-peer network by creating a large number of pseudonymous
identities and uses them to gain a disproportionately large influence. A
reputation system’s vulnerability to a Sybil attack depends on how cheaply
identities can be generated, the degree to which the reputation system
accepts inputs from entities that do not have a chain of trust linking them
to a trusted entity, and whether the reputation system treats all entities
identically.
• Famous Witness - The community could put a list of n transactions into
order by running separate Byzantine agreement protocols on O(nlogn)
different yes/no questions of the form “did event x come before event y?”
A much faster approach is to pick just a few participants, to be called
witnesses, and define a witness to be famous if it has specific properties to
represent a faction better than most other participants. Then it’s sufficient
to run the Byzantine agreement protocol only for witnesses, deciding for
each witness the single question “is this witness famous?” Once Byzantine
agreement is reached on the exact set of famous witnesses, it is easy to
derive from the network topology a fair total order for all transactions
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The PoC algorithm

The Proof-of-Clash algorithm is based on Clashes, challenges between participants or factions of participants. Instead of all participants in the network
having to participate in a given challenge, clashes only occur between two specific participants or factions. After a number c of clashes a winner can be derived
based on their performance in the clashes.

3.1

Basic clash

We define a clash between two ordinary participants in the network to be a
basic clash. Basic clashes are deterministic, light-weight computations of a value
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with a certain seed. The participant that calculates the better result based on
the participant’s properties and the seed wins the clash and receives a certain
amount of points p. Similar to the Elo point system in chess, the number of
points a participant A can win or lose in a clash against B depends on
• the number of points A has
• the number of points B has
The larger pA − pB , the fewer ∆p A will receive and the fewer points B will lose
in case A wins.
Once the network has run enough (c) clashes, the participant W with the highest
p wins and is allowed to mine the current block.
Basic information about the clashes that have elected the winning participant
is put into the block in order for other participants to be able to validate correctness of the block.

3.2

Determining c

The number c of minimum clashes needed to determine a winner obviously
needs to correspond with the number n of mining participants in the network.
However, as the network topology typically does not change very frequently, it
is sufficient to update c every u blocks.
c can therefore be a parameter that differs in networks applying PoC; however,
we recommend something similar to:
c = k ∗ log(n),
whereas k is a number that can be set by the network.

3.3

Faction clash

Rather than clashing on their own, participants in the network can form factions
to perform faction clashes in order to have a higher chance of winning sufficient
clashes to mine a block. This mechanism can be compared to mining pools in
PoW, however, it is baked into the protocol.
Network participants can keep on clashing individually; if they delegate their
clash power to a faction, their results will count towards the results of the faction
instead. That way, factions with the most potent individual participants have
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the best chances of mining; therefore, the best suited faction will be the one
creating the block and the block rewards will be distributed across the delegating
participants.
Within factions, the node actually validating transactions and forming the block
is selected randomly; this is meant to incentivize creating smaller, potent, factions as otherwise the likelihood of actually mining the block by a specific node
will be extremely low.
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Proofs of Clash

In order to prove legitimacy of a clash and a clash result, we need a few proofs
in order to ensure correctness and fairness of the protocol.
We start with proving that a clash happened.

4.1

Clashing

In order to prove that two participants have indeed clashed, we use simple Secure
Multiparty Computation (SMPC) methods as described in [12], [5], [4]. Both
participating nodes need to securely compute their part of the hash individually,
which can then be validated by any other node without actually knowing the
inputs of the two computations. The complexity of such an operation is very
limited,

T (A) = O(C(f )log

1
)),
δ

(1)

whereas T (A) is the number of bits exchanged between the two participants.
This provides a simple, verifiable proof for a clash.

4.2

Clash results

To prove the clash results themselves we can follow a very similar approach, only
with slightly more expensive operations, as we also need to prove the result of a
clash. We cannot trust any single node to correctly report (broadcast) a clash
result; therefore, the network will be able to verify the results by receiving the
results of both computations f and g of the respective clashing parties as well as
the seed; and without knowing the individual private variables, they can verify
that both had computed the values for the clash correctly.
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4.3

Turned-down clashes

Clashes that one of the participants does not accept are also easily comprehended by missing computational values of the respective clash function f or g
with the seed of this specific clash. Nodes that consistently turn down clashes,
e.g. because they are busy picking their noses or caught up in a lot of different
clashes, will be penalized in their overall score; thereby restoring balance of
power by the ”masses” in case one node got overly powerful. Weak nodes can
clash against strong nodes a lot in order to do that.
Formal verification is possible through methods shown in [3].

Figure 1: A clash is taking place invisibly on the network, but we could imagine
it looks pretty much like this.

4.4

Merit / Fairness

Nodes that win clashes frequently will have a higher score and therefore have a
higher chance of mining (or the factions they delegated to). This provides an
order of merit for the participants of a network; thereby a node that has contributed to the network’s stability and success will be rewarded more frequently
with block rewards than nodes that, although they perform well, don’t have a
track record in providing legitimate service to the network.
This solves one of the largest shortcomings of Delegated-Proof-of-Stake protocols, in which delegates (also witnesses / block producers) simply depend on
their likability in the community; votes for specific delegates are often being
bought with a share of the block rewards, but also similar systems have failed
to provide satisfactory results as could be seen in the 2016 US presidential election. There, the presidential electors had to vote for the candidate who had the
fewer total number of votes; and in addition, this candidate was Donald Trump.
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In addition, such a system is supremely fair.

No accumulation of wealth:
by being rich in the first place.

Nodes which are rich don’t become richer just

Equal chances: In the beginning, every node has equal chances as long as
they contribute to the stability of the network and clash.

Cost efficiency: Running a node is extremely low cost, enabling nodes to be
run on pretty much any kind of hardware by anyone having sufficient network
bandwidth.
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Proof of practical Byzantine fault tolerance

This section will soon be released.
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Discussion

In this section we want to compare various traditional DLT consensus mechanism with PoC and distill the benefits of the latter.

Proof-of-Work: This is super obvious. Why would PoC not be better than
PoW if it was designed specifically to be that - better than PoW? It’s faster,
more lightweight, fairer, allows for shorter confirmation times and higher throughput. On top of that, it is equally secure because of the supreme security of the
PoC protocol as shown in 5. This also counts for Proof-of-Activity as suggested
in [2]

Proof-of-Stake: PoC combines the advantages of PoS with even more advantages. PoS typically has a problem with fair distribution and accumulation of
wealth (thereby increasing the likelihood of accumulating even more wealth).
We have shown in 4.4 that PoC does not suffer from these issues. Also compare
[7]
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Delegated-Proof-of-Stake: Voting for delegates is difficult. Nobody votes.
This is being discussed in all the DPoS communities: how do we get participants
to vote? There you go - you don’t. You let them clash. If they don’t want to,
they lose.

Directed Acyclic Graph: Haha, funny. This is not a consensus mechanism,
but a data strcuture. PoC can very well be applied to non-linear data structures.
We will demonstrate that in an upcoming paper. Stay tuned.

Hashgraph: Interesting. Hashgraph is great, except there is no open source
implementation of it that has proven to work. Also, Hashgraph suffers a lot
from changing network topology. PoC doesn’t.
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Figure 2: The figure shows the average half-life of any other consensus mechanism once Proof-of-Clash has been launched. The x axis shows the number of
blocks mined by PoC, y represents the number of consensus mechanisms that
the crypto community believes in.
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Applications

With the supreme Proof-of-Clash approach we can imagine almost unlimited
decentralized applications. However, we present a few specifics.
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7.1

Clash Chain

The first real-world implementation of Proof-of-Clash is Clash Chain, a new,
highly scalable blockchain unleashing the power of Clash. It can handle up to
10000 c/s (clashes per second) at the current stage (unoptimized). [9]

7.2

Meta chains

As Ethereum has been suffering from scaling issues, one of the most promising
proposals to solve that is sharding ([6], [13], [11], [1]). However, sharding is
non-trivial, so the actual implementation of it into the Ethereum network takes
time. One of the proposals towards sharding is to re-synchronize individual
sharded chains through a master chain which provides a consensus layer for
these shards.
The PoC mechanism can be utilized to create consensus between multiple, arbitrary chains via clashes between these chains. Chains which are successful in
clashing will also be able to mine blocks on a cross-chain meta consensus layer
(CCMCL). Implementations of CCMCL will emerge quickly once implementation of the generic protocol (e.g. 7.1) have proven its viability.

7.3

Gaming

Actually, we’ve come up with that concept in order to familiarize you, dear
reader, with the general idea of clashing between multiple blockchains and their
tokens in a gamified setting. If you want to learn more, check out www.chainclash.com
([8].
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Clashing

The following is a sample listing of the clash code.
function clash ( otherParticipantID ) {
i n t r 1 = r a n k i n g (myID)
i n t r2 = ranking ( o th e rP a rt i ci p an t ID )
c l a s h = Clash {
attacker = otherParticipantID ;
defender = otherParticipantID ;
r1 = r1 ;
r2 = r2 ;
blockNumber = currentBlockNumber ;
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}
enqueue ( c l a s h )
}
function reveal ( clashID ) {
Clash c l a s h = g e t C l a s h ( c l a s h I D ) ;
r e q u i r e ( ! c l a s h . wasRevealed ) ;
r e q u i r e ( currentBlockNumber > c l a s h . blockNumber ) ;
determineWinner ( c l a s h ) ;
}
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